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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper 7 series overview 
J260/07 is one of the four examination components for the higher tier GCSE (9-1) Twenty First Century 
Science Combined Science B. This component assesses the contents of the physics chapters P1 to P6 
and the practical skills in chapter BCP8. The question styles used include objective, short answer and 
one extended Level of Response. 

Candidate performance overview  
 
Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following:  
• Produced clear and concise responses to the Level of Response question (Q3) covering all aspects    
  of the question and giving detailed trends and explanations. 
• Recalled and rearranged equations, clearly showing the stages of calculations in a logical sequence:  
  Q5bi, Q7ai, Q7b, Q9a, Q7b(ii), Q9ci, Q9cii, Q9b. 
• Used scientific terminology appropriately when applying knowledge of ideas.  
• Showed the ability to analyse information to make conclusions.  
• Applied knowledge of mathematical mean, standard form, gradient and area of graphs, and  
  conversion of units: Q2b, Q5bi, Q9a, Q9ci, Q9cii, Q9dii 
 
Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following:  
• Found it difficult to analyse new situations and apply scientific principles to them.  
• Did not state equations being used and had difficulty rearranging them.  
• Lacked the knowledge required for recall questions: Q1a, Q1b, Q1c, Q4ai, Q4aii, Q5a, Q8a, Q8b,  
  Q9bi. 
• Used everyday words and phrases rather than scientific terminology.  

 

There was no evidence that any time constraints had led to a candidate underperforming. 

 

Most successful topic/question/ Least successful topic/question 
• How electricity is generated Q1 
• Comparing energy resources Q3 
• Light Q8 

• Ultrasound Q5 
• Motion Q9 
• Matter Q11 
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Question 1 (c) (i) 

Q1a, Q1b and Q1c(i) required candidates to recall information about the National Grid. The majority of 
candidates across the full ability answered correctly at least two of these questions. The voltage in part 
c(i) caused the greatest difficulty with answers ranging from a few volts to 1000s of volts. 

Question 1 (c) (ii) 

This question required candidates to give a consequence of touching a live wire together with an 
explanation. Around half of the candidates gave a consequence but very few candidates explained it. 

Exemplar 1 

 

The candidate has given electrocution as a consequence but not explained why this happens, such as a 
high current or a.c.   
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Question 2 (a) 

In this question, candidates were asked to do three things: how to use the apparatus safely, how to take 
measurements, and how to determine the specific heat of oil from these measurements. About half the 
candidates gave at least one correct response, usually about using the apparatus safely. Very few 
mentioned how to determine the specific heat capacity. Comments about measurements were often too 
vague, e.g. use the thermometer to measure the temperature difference, rather than use the 
thermometer to record the initial and final temperatures. 
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Exemplar 2 

 

 

This response is an example of an answer gaining all 3 marks, by giving one safety feature, wearing 
goggles, and two comments about measurements, stirring and using the joulemeter to record the 
energy. 

Question 2 (b) 

The majority of candidates correctly calculated the mean as 2.05. Those who decided that the reading of 
2.23 was an outlier and marked it as such were given one mark for an answer of 1.96. 
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Question 2 (c) 

This question asked the candidate to do three things: compare the values, give a reason for the 
difference, and give an improvement. The majority of candidates did not gain any credit because they did 
not make a comparison and their stated reason and improvement were based on making a ‘fair test’ 
rather than improving the accuracy of their results. Very few candidates considered the thermal energy 
lost from the experiment and how this could be reduced. 
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Question 3 
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This extended Level of Response question gave candidates the opportunity to apply their knowledge and 
understanding (AO2) and to analyse information about energy resources and interpret the pie charts 
(A03). The majority of candidates gave responses at Level 2 by describing a trend in detail, such as coal 
decreased by 14.5% from 2013 to 2015. In order to gain Level 3 candidates needed to describe at least 
two trends in detail and give an explanation referring to coal and renewables. Only a few candidates 
answered at Level 3. Most of the explanations given by candidates were not specific enough, for 
example ‘coal pollutes the environment’ rather than of coal produces greenhouse gases or burning coal 
releases carbon dioxide. 
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Exemplar 3 

 

This exemplar shows one way of achieving Level 3. The candidate has given two trends in detail, coal 
decreasing by 14.5% and renewables increasing by 9.5%, together with explanations for both, coal 
emitting carbon dioxide and renewables being more sustainable. 
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Question 4 (a) (i) 

Higher ability candidates were able to gain this mark by describing correctly both sorts of magnets. Many 
candidates only described one or confused electromagnets with induced magnets. 
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Question 4 (a) (ii) 

The majority of candidates correctly answered with attract and repel, respectively. Some candidates 
struggled to find the correct word for repel. 

Question 4 (a) (iii) 

Answers could be given in words or by a clear diagram, or a mix of both. The majority of candidates 
gained at least one mark. Some candidates had contradictions between the words and their diagram 
such as stating the field goes from North to South but showing some arrows in the reverse direction, 
particularly coming out from the South pole. 
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Exemplar 4 

In this exemplar both marks have been given for the clear diagram showing all arrows going from North 
to South and the field lines closer together at the poles. 

Question 4 (b) 

This question required candidates to say that the metal bar in the boat was a permanent magnet and 
that something about aligning with the Earth’s magnetic field. The former was very rarely mentioned, and 
the latter only given by higher ability candidates. 
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Question 4 (c) 

The most common correct answer given was that the Earth’s core creates a magnetic field. Many 
candidates gave an answer about magnetic material which was not detailed enough. Either the Earth’s 
core acts as a permanent magnet or a bar magnet was needed to gain the mark. 

Question 5 (a)  

The idea of frequency was recognisable in many answers, although some candidate responses were not 
specific enough. To gain the mark candidates need to refer to the number of waves and the time period, 
i.e. in one second. 
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Question 5 (b) (i) 

This calculation question required candidates to use the equation given in the question, substitute in the 
given data and then rearrange the equation. The frequency needed converting and the final answer was 
required to be in standard form. Half of all candidates were given 3 marks. The most common errors 
were no conversion / the wrong conversion, and not giving the final answer in standard form. 

 

AfL Converting to standard units, should be second nature for all physics 
candidates. Setting down the values for the expressions in an equation and 
then converting them to standard units gives a candidate time to think. In 
class a mixture of units can be used in starter exercises or short homeworks, 
such as mph, kHz. Low states problem solving gives candidates the 
confidence to complete higher stakes problem solving in examinations. 
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Exemplar 5 

 

This is an example of a well laid out and fully correct response. The candidate has rearranged the 
equation, converted the frequency, substituted in the data, and finally given the answer on the answer 
line in standard form. 
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Question 5 (b) (ii) 

More than half the candidates did not use the two reflected pulses to determine a value for time delay 
(55 μs) . Some of those that did recognise the need to look for the time between the pulses did not use 
the peaks and gave answers that were out of range (±4 μs). 

Question 5 (b) (iii) 

 

Many candidates tried to measure the size of the baby’s head using the diagram. Many of those 
candidates attempting to do a calculation used the frequency or their value of wavelength, rather than 
the speed and time delay. Very few candidates realised that this was an echo and needed to use speed, 
distance and time. The division of the calculated distance by 2 was missed by almost all candidates. 
Where the conversion of the time delay from microseconds to seconds had not been made final answers 
were extremely large for a baby’s head. 
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AfL Where a question uses the command word ‘calculate’, candidates should 
use the data in the question and on the data sheet to perform a 
mathematical operation and show their working. 

 
 

Question 6 (a) (ii) 

Most candidates balanced the decay equation in part (i) but not the one in part (ii) and many candidates 
were not able to recall the mass number and atomic number for an electron. 

Question 6 (b) 

Very few candidates achieved full credit for this question. Most responses did not gain any credit as the 
relevant properties of the two isotopes and their decay products were not stated. Many responses stated 
that alpha particles can only go through a few cm of air, but candidates needed to say that alpha 
particles cannot go through aluminium foil to gain credit.  
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Exemplar 6 

 

In this exemplar the correct isotope has been chosen and there are correct statements about the 
particles emitted by the isotopes and that alpha particles cannot penetrate aluminium. In order to gain 
the third mark, it needs to make clear that only some of the beta radiation will only go all the way through 
the aluminium foil. 

Question 6 (c) 

Only a minority of responses were given any marks for this question. Damage to cells was the most 
common answer that gained credit. Many candidates thought the source came out rather than radiation 
from the source. 
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Question 7 (a) (i) 

Over half the candidates were able to calculate the total braking distance (work done ÷ force = 200 m) of 
the train, but many then did not subtract the length of the platform. 
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Question 7 (a) (ii) 

Many candidates identified that energy was transferred from the kinetic energy store of the train 
producing heat. This response gained the first mark. In order to gain the second mark, candidates 
needed to describe where the energy was being transferred to; the thermal store in the breaks of the 
train. 

Question 7 (b) 

Over half the candidates were able to calculate the kinetic energy correctly. Others did not square the 
speed or made calculations to find a different speed. Only the higher ability candidates went further with 
the calculation by applying a similar approach to 7(a), force = kinetic energy ÷ distance.  

Question 7 (c) 

Less than half the responses followed the reasoning in Q7 about heat from braking, and were given any 
credit for this question. The most common misconception was that the temperature increase was caused 
by global warming. 
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Question 8 (a) 

Half the candidates gained some credit for this question although only a few were given both marks. The 
most common misconception was confusing dispersion with refraction. 

Question 9 (a) 

This was a straight forward conversion question requiring a specified number of significant figures in the 
answer. A third of candidates gained some credit but many gave their answer as three significant figures 
and so could not be given the final mark. 
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Question 9 (b) (i) 

Most candidates showed some understanding of scalars and vectors quantities. However, the majority of 
these candidates did not describe both quantities and this was needed to get the mark. 

Question 9 (b) (ii) 

Speed was the most popular choice as a scalar quantity. The most common misconception was to 
identifying acceleration as a scalar quantity by putting a tick in the scalar column. 
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Question 9 (c) (i) 

Half the candidates calculated the deceleration correctly using the gradient of the graph and the correct 
values from the graph. 

Question 9 (c) (ii) 

A minority of candidates were successfully calculated that the distance travelled by calculating the area 
under the graph. 
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Question 9 (d) (i) 

Most candidates gained some credit for this question. Many responses showed a straight line from 
speed 0 to 26 m/s for stage 1, any time between 1 s and 24 s was allowed. Some candidates had not 
made the connection with stage 2 and 4 and therefore did not gain credit as their time to reach 26 m/s 
exceeded 24 s. Some candidates wrongly drew Stage 2 as a horizontal line, rather than a negative slope 
(deceleration). Many candidates drew straight line from the end of stage 2 to 0 m/s at 45 s and gained 
the third mark point. 
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Exemplar 7 

 

This exemplar shows one correct solution with all three stages drawn. 

Question 9 (d) (ii) 

A minority of candidates gained this mark. Very few candidates referred to the connection between the 
total distance travelled and the area under the two graphs. 
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Question 10 

Around half the candidates selected the correct equation from the data sheet and substituted in the 
values given in the question. 
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Question 11 (a) 

A third of candidates gained some credit but very few were given more than one mark. Most candidates’ 
descriptions were too vague to gain any credit. Common responses of this type included ‘particles gain 
energy’ rather than ‘particles gain kinetic energy’ or ‘particles move around more’ instead of ‘particles 
move faster’. A few candidates described particles moving further apart as the liquid was heated for the 
second mark. 

 

Misconception Understanding the relationship between heating a substance and 
temperature change is challenging for all candidates. The teaching narrative 
for P6.2 in the specification states: 

• When matter is heated, the particles are always moving 
• In the solid state they are vibrating 
• In the liquid state they are vibrating and jostling 
• In the gas state they are moving freely in random directions 

 

 

 

AfL A solid substance becomes liquid when the particles are no longer locked 
together and have some freedom to move (‘jostle’) before hitting another 
particle. A liquid substance becomes a gas when the particles are no longer 
in contact and can move freely in random directions. Although molecules in a 
liquid ‘vibrate’ (as they do in a solid) ‘jostling’ is much more important in 
terms of the changes on heating because when particles are able to move 
freely in all directions without immediately hitting another particle the liquid 
substance has changed state to a gas.  
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Question 11 (b) 

The majority of candidates did not appreciate that latent heat is always substantially greater than specific 
heat (for example the specific heat capacity of water is 4.2 kJ/Kg/K but the latent heat of melting of ice is 
334 kJ/Kg). Many candidates attempted to describe the energy transfers between the water in the tank 
and PCM, but these were not specific enough to gain any credit. 
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Question 11 (c) (i) 
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Although this (heating curves) was a more familiar context for assessing latent heat and heat capacity, 
most candidates did not identify that the horizontal lines on the graphs represented a change in state of 
the PCM. The expected response was PCM A as 16°C is the most appropriate temperature for cooling 
the water in an air conditioning system. 

Question 11 (c) (ii) 

Very few candidates gained any credit for this question. Some candidates selected the correct equation 
for specific latent heat from the data sheet but did not use an appropriate value of energy. A small 
number of higher ability candidates determined that the energy input = power х time  and used the graph 
for PCM A to calculate the correct time of 125 s. As the units on the answer line were J/kg the final step 
needed was to convert from 100 g to kg to calculate the final answer.  
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